Publications and Presentations, Richard Sobel, 2018

Privacy, Medical Confidentiality, Civil Liberties, Citizenship and Immigration Policies

BOOKS

*Citizenship as Foundation of Rights: Meaning for America* (Cambridge University Press, 2016) 
(Winner of the George Orwell Prize for contributions to public discussion.)

*Privacy, Identity and Identification: Quarising, Kolender and Hiibel* (proposal submitted to Landmark Law Series)

ARTICLES AND CHAPTERS

"Post-Election Blues and Purples," November 15, 2016

www.cambridgeblog.org/2016/11/the-citizenship-controversies/


Interviews, presentations, and appearances


The Bill of Rights, WOMR Radio, December 18, 1996.

Program in Psychiatry and the Law Presentations www.pipatl.org/pastmeetings.php

May 30, 2018. Legal Aggression: In travel and domestic spheres
June 21, 2017, TSA: Mass Psychology
June 8, 2016, Update on Medical Privacy Issues
June 1, 2016, Dynamics of Housing and Expansion Controversies around HMS and MMHC
December 17, 2014, Pursuing Fundamental Rights: In Words and in Deeds
December 19, 2012, Justifiable Reliance on Privacy in a Digital Age: Standards for Privacy Protections after the Jones GPS case.
April 7, 2010, Richard Sobel, Update on medical privacy
October 10, 2007, A Confidentiality Dilemma
February 21, 2007, Richard Sobel & Harold Bursztajn, M.D., Strong state privacy laws avoid HIPAA pitfalls

VOTER ID ISSUES


The High Cost of ‘Free’ Voter Identification,’ Amicus Brief on Cert. Petition to the U.S. Supreme Court, in Frank v. Walker (WI) (denied), February 2015.

The High Cost of ‘Free’ Photo Voter Identification, Charles Hamilton Houston Institute, Harvard Law School, June 2014.


**Public Opinion and Foreign Policy**

**BOOKS**


  "Public Opinion in U.S. Foreign Policy: An Introduction"
  "Public Opinion Toward U.S. Intervention in Nicaragua"
  "What Have We Learned about Public Opinion in U.S. Foreign Policy?"

**ARTICLES AND CHAPTERS**


"Anti-terror campaign has wide support, even at the expense of cherished rights," *Chicago Tribune*, November 4, 2001. [http://www.boston.us.mensa.org/online/Antitribt.html](http://www.boston.us.mensa.org/online/Antitribt.html)


http://www.brook.edu/dybdocroot/press/books/clientpr/cfr/wrl&yugo.htm
http://www.ciaonet.org/book/ulr01/ulr01g.html


**Interviews, presentations, and appearances**

www.wgnradio.com/shows/ex720/list200106.htm


http://www.wgnradio.com/shows/ex720/nov99.htm

*The Public and Political Opinion on Kosovo*, “Worldview,” WBEZ, April 20, 1999
http://www.wbez.org/frames.asp?HeaderURL=../services/hd_serv.htm&BodyURL=../services/worldview_rali.htm


**Coverage of Sobel projects:**


www.wilmettebeacon.com/wilmette-author-receives-george-orwell-award


Other Publications on Politics and Policy


*People and Their Opinions.* Coauthor with Eric Shiraev (Longman, 2006)


**Pedagogy**

“What’s Unique about a Princeton Education?” *Daily Princetonian,* February 26, 1996.
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